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Memel when talking with Goering. In the course of his speech
Beck said that the pact with Germany did not affect in any way
Poland's alliances. He rebuked those who were dissatisfied with
the Government's foreign policy, and added that "Whether
our policy is liked abroad or not, it is our own Polish policy."
From the visit to London of Flandin and Laval there issued
an Anglo-French Agreement, which was explained and commented
on in the London Declaration of February 3; among other things
it stated that the "general settlement" contemplated as the
corollary of the lightening of the restriction of German armaments
would make provision for the organization of security in Europe,
particularly by pacts freely negotiated between all the interested
parties and assuring mutual assistance in Eastern Europe. But
The Times was right when it wrote in an editorial of February 6
that there were many knotty points which had to be disentangled
before Europe could reach the "general settlement"—and it
instanced the fact that Poland was known to be averse from the
Eastern Pact and preferred, like Germany, separate bilateral
pacts of non-aggression. Poland, like Germany, continued her
opposition to that pact. Negotiations went on between London,
Paris and Berlin for a time, and some progress was made, but
eventually they were held up in March.
PARLIAMENT AND BUDGET
After considerable debate in the Seym and Senate the Budget
for 1935-36, as revised, was voted on February 14, with the
Revenue put at 2,016 million zlotys and the Expenditure at 2,168
millions, the deficit being 152 millions or three millions more
than the original estimate. But in March 1936 it was seen
Revenue fell short of expectations by 60 millions, and Expen-
diture was larger, the deficit being nearly 250 millions.
Later in the year the actual Revenue and Expenditure for 1934-35
were published at 2,115 million zlotys and 2,176 million zlotys,
respectively, with a deficit of 61 millions, but included in
the receipts was the sum of 175 millions from the National Loan
of 1933; the shortage was covered by Treasury Bills. It was
pointed out by Gorecki in his Poland and her Economic Develop-

